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Cooks Role Group
Welcome to the kitchen at Fort Ross. The beautiful views, the sounds of daily life and the warmth of the
fire make cooking in the outdoor kitchen a pleasure. The abundance of food at Ross was a luxury. The
cultural exchanges between the Russians and the Spanish, Mexicans, Kashia, and Alaska Natives created
a unique and diverse menu. The pleasant exchanges of foods and cooking ideas that took place at Ross
were unique for their time. There was a wide variety of foods available in the Russian day -- raised and
hunted meats; seaweeds, fish and shellfish harvested from the ocean cultivated grains, fruits and
vegetables, native berries, wild nuts; along with the trade foods from around the world. This bounty gives
you plenty of options in planning your menu.
As cooks, you are responsible for the Fort Ross kitchen and the preparation of meals for the inhabitants.
Your task starts before your arrival at the Fort and continues through the overnight stay.
You will be cooking outside on open fires that may be a new and exciting challenge. If it rains hard, you
may have to move inside the Officials' Quarters and use our back up propane camp stove and possibly the
pechka (wood-burning oven). If you’re interested in using the pechka, be sure to read through all of the
pechka information thoroughly!
Butchering of live animals on site or bringing in weapons is not permitted. All butchered meat must be
dressed before you bring it to the fort, according to State Park rules and regulations.
When planning your menu, keep your onsite ELP schedule in mind. Review the menu and recipes in the
link provided below, and carefully consider the how much time it will take to prepare and cook each
menu item. We recommend that you only choose one or two dishes that take a long time to cook. We
strongly recommend that the cook employees (students) decide on the menu.
Cooks Classroom Preparation ● Review the recipes and eating habits of Russian people. Learn Russian words used in the kitchen
● Prepare a menu for dinner, Night Watch to include Russian Tea Cakes and hot drink, breakfast, and
snacks. Keep your dinner menu simple. Breakfast should be kept simple, as well to limit the amount of
cleanup required. If your group is having lunch at the Fort, plan for a meal that requires NO cooking and
dishwashing -- sandwiches and handheld snacks are a good option
● Use a variety of foods and let the employees choose

